


A diagram like this may help to frame the existence of nexus, in terms of logical 
connections and cause-effect relationships, but what you need is a diagram that 
allows you to study and simulate quantitatively the behavior of the system at issue

A city

CAUSAL LOOP DIAGRAMS
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Q

STOCK

element containing a quantity of countable something. Stocks are
extensive state variables, that constitute tuple of numbers {Q1, Q2,
... Qn} that at any time represent the state of the system

• The choice of the set of stocks depends on the overall purpose of the study.

• The number of the stocks should be the minimum necessary to describe 
the state of the system for the prescribed purposes.

• Any system change (either detectable from the external or not) must 
correspond to some change in the tuple of state variables.

Productive society system

unempl Working
class

retiredadults agedchildren

Demography system

PEOPLE
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THE CHOSEN SET OF STOCKS IS 

NOT A “PHOTOGRAPH” OF THE 

SYSTEM 7

Cells, DNA, nutrients, aminoacids, proteins, 

molecules, atoms, tissues mass, oxygen, 

energy, ATP, glucose, microbes, living 

“guests”, leucocytes, water, water within cells, 

water in the eyes, healthy cells, malfunctioning 

cells, cations, metal atoms, dendrites, hairs, 

bones, blood vessels, nails, HCl molecules, 

radioactive nuclei….



Q

stock outflowsinflows

FLOW

What makes a stock change over time

Stocks act as delays or buffers or shock absorbers in systems. 
Stocks allow inflows and outflows to be decoupled and to be 
independent and temporarily out of balance with each other (e.g., 
reservoires, capacitors, banks, dams)

Stock-flow modelling consists essentially in the definition of 
the equations for the accumulation-discharge of each stock

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
= 𝚺(inflows) − 𝚺(outflows) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

getting out coming in
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Human mind tends to mix up stocks and flows.... 

At what minute are there more people in the room?

min

number of people



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

getting out coming in
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Human mind tends to mix up stocks and flows.... 

min

Q

number of people



Q

stock
process

flow flowflow

PROCESS (INTERACTION)

What makes a flow change over time

Change may be quantitative (by means of a flow of heat, the 
resistivity of a conductor changes and so does the current in the 
conductor) or qualitative (by means of a flow of heat, a flow of 
water may split in water and vapour flows)
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work
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Stock-flow modelling = setting up the equations

dQi/dt = (a Ja
in b Jb

out)i

= f (Q1,...,Qn )
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The world is made of systems
The systems life is made of  feedbacks

Feedback: the fingerprint of systems
Feedback loop: when a change in a stock affects a flow
that –SOONER OR LATER- will affects the same stock,
that will affect the flow, that will…
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FEEDBACK 
LOOP

birth

Proliferation

when the value of a stock affects the value of a flow 
that affects the value of the stock that affects... 

organic 
matter

popu-
lation





Runaway loops: reinforcing feedback

 Self-organized processes

Reinforcing  feedbacks are source 
of adaptation and efficiency

 Avalanche effects
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Stabilizing loops: balancing feedback

Balancing feedbacks are source of 
stability and resistance to change

 Physiological machanisms

 Social interactions
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time

populations

A B

Two populations proliferating without limits

E E

Feedbacks create unexpected behaviors



time

populations

Two populations proliferating with limiting factors

A B

E E

Feedbacks create unexpected behaviors



𝚫t

time

populations

Feedbacks defines the systems dynamics

A B

Feedbacks create unexpected behaviors

Two populations interacting: predator-prey
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deaths

B

births

POPU-
LATION

R

mortalityfertility

absorption

B

pollution

POLLU-
TANTS

qualityrate

consumption

B

profit

CAPITALR

market

society

environment

economy

A Miniworld exercise

driver
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Different values of a driver affecting 
“consumption” give rise to completely 
different behavior, though the causal 
relationship between the elements 
remain the same

pollution

population

consumption

deathsbirths

POPU-
LATION

absorptionpollution

POLLU-
TANTS

consumptionprofit

CAPITAL

system

pollution

population

consumption

Computer simulations by changing the parameters and/or 
the relative “force” of the feedbacks give quite different 
results for the behavior of the miniworld over time, not 
deducible from the analysis of any isolated subsystems

Driver value=A

Driver value=B

driver
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